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Description
Cats' Miscellany is the definitive book on cats: covering everything from mythical legends
to more practical advice on handling and training, as well as biological and physiological
information, this compendium delivers a treat for cat lovers everywhere. If you've ever
wanted to know just how far a cat will go to stay with its owner, or which famous historical
figures were owned by their cats, then this is the book for you. 

Arranged as a true miscellany, this book is a box of delights that can be read from start to
finish or dipped into as the reader pleases, celebrating every age of humankind's
subservience to feline domestic domination.

Sales Points
The ultimate guide to all things feline!
Contains true stories about famous cats, quotations, legends, passages from literature,
examples from art, practical advice, strange tales (and tails), and much more
Decorated with gorgeous black-and-white illustrations throughout, this is the perfect gift
for cat lovers the world over
Over 44,000 copies sold of the original edition

Reviews
'Lifts the lid on all things feline' - Daily Express
'This cuddly compendium is a treat for cat lovers everywhere, dishing up the most
delightful cat facts' - Lancashire Evening Post
'Quotes, legends and myths, passages from literature, art, practical advice and strange
tales - all about cats!' - Your Cat Magazine
'A must-have for all cat lovers, this book contains everything you could ever want to
know about our feline friends - including fun facts, practical advice, quotations, legends
and true stories' - Pet Focus

Author Biography
Lesley O'Mara is a successful publisher, and the compiler of several anthologies of cat
stories. She owns - or is owned by - her two rescued cats.
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